
Clinic to Cloud moves into GP market with single-screen view of patient data 

 

Clinical information system vendor Clinic to Cloud is launching its new software suite for general 

practitioners, offering a single-screen view of patient data that can be customised to the GP's 

individual preferences. 

 

The Sydney-headquartered company was established four years ago with a cloud-based system for 

the medical specialist market and also has allied health practices on board, with approximately 4500 

healthcare professionals now using the system. 

 

It is now entering the GP market with its new product built on its scalable technology, which also 

includes a patient portal for appointment management, allergies, medications and pathology and 

imaging results. 

 

Clinic to Cloud CEO and chairman Rafic Habib said the new clinical experience screen for GPs, 

called Dynamic Assessment, provides all of the vital patient information at a glance on a single 

screen. 

 

“This means the GP does not have click into other screens or platforms,” Mr Habib said. “The 

various modules can be collapsed or moved around to suit the GP. It is highly customisable and 

patient centric.” 

 

Mr Habib said he believed the future of healthcare is in enabling clinicians with tools and decision 

support that allows them to provide care that is individualised. 

 

“The new Clinic to Cloud clinical experience allows for patient centric and doctor specific 

customisation,” he said. “Importantly, all the key information is available at a glance, can be moved 

around to suit the doctor and individualised for specific types of patients.” 

 

One particular tabbed module can be customised for particular types of patients, such those with 

diabetes or asthma, and can be ‘pinned’ to other patients with the same needs for ease of use. 

 

It is supported by SNOMED coded data and has Medicare and secure messaging integrations. 

 

Clinic to Cloud is taking part in the Australian Digital Health Agency's (ADHA) specialist software 

vendor program and is will be working on integration with the My Health Record. It plans to have 

an integration with prescription exchange services next year. 

 

Mr Habib said the cloud-based system would encourage practices to swap from their existing 

vendors. 

 

“Apart from an amazing clinical experience and decision support designed to protect the GP during 

a clinical consult, GPs are also looking for efficiency gains in their practice that allows them to 

better manage their patient flow and more patient engagement,” he said. 

 

“Clinic to Cloud prides itself on smart workflows and a patient portal that allows them to be a part 

of their care journey.” 

 

The company is currently doing product demonstrations online and in person. It has also undergone 

a rebranding exercise for a new company look. 

 


